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Definition:
“Lookalike” domains are domains that are crafted to impersonate the URLs of 
other sites in order to trick users into believing they're on a different site.¹

Examples:
nike.com => njke.com (Typosquatting)

nike.com => nike-outlet.com (Combosquatting)

1) https://chromium.googlesource.com/chromium/src/+/master/docs/security/lookalikes/lookalike-domains.md
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What are lookalike domains?



Threats
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uk-mynetflix.com
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Phishing



nikebilliger.com
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Trademark abuse



adidas.run
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Domain selling / advertisement (parked domains)



State of the Art
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Reactive: Browser warnings



Steps:

1) Generate a dictionary of 
lookalike domains

2) Check whether these domains 
are active or not
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Procative: Generative approaches
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Steps:

1) Get (a huge) list of known domain names

2) Find domain names that include the original domain name

Proactive: Exhaustive approaches



Challenges
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Scale & Performance

https://comlaude.com/country-code-top-level-domains-on-the-rise/



nikeforbusiness.com kliniken-valens.ch
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Ambiguity



Variety

4niketeamwear.com jpnikesales.com

nikebillig.com nikeforbusiness.com 14
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Proposal: Logo matching



Logos are commonly used in lookalike domains

Language independence

Proven against phishing scams

Variety of robust algorithms
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Why logo matching?
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Implementation



User provides:
logo images and domain name

Our tool does:
1) create a list of lookalike domains
2) crawl the list and extract images for each website
3) evaluate the website and try to match logo images
4) report the results for manual review
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Project overview



Lookalike detection Crawling Evaluation

Input
● known domain list 

(external provider)

● domain name
(user)

Output
● list of lookalike domains

Task
Exhaustive search for lookalikes
(partial string matching)
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Lookalike detection Crawling Evaluation
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Input
● list of lookalike domains

Output
● images of each page
● other small features

(resolved URL, NS, …)

Task
Crawl of pages
(with headless Chrome browser)



Lookalike detection Crawling Evaluation
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Input
● website features

(images)
● set of logos

(user)

Output
● websites with labels

(not reached, affiliate abuse, 
parked domain, matching logo,
unknown)

Task
Inspection of features and labelling
(heuristics / image matching)



present in?
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Logo detection



Perceptual hash (Phash): 

1. reduce to small greyscale image 
2. apply DCT (discrete cosine transform)
3. use low frequencies for hash
4. compare hashes with Hamming distance (number of different bits)

0xbc789981c71af3c4
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Image hashing



0xbc789981c71af3c4
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Hash comparison with normalization

no difference!

0xbc789981c71af3c4
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Case Study



> 200 million domains
(acquired from ZoneFiles.io)

Forbes top 100 brand names
(luxury and apparel category)

Forbes top 100 brand logo images
(from Google image search)

Comparison with keyword search as a baseline
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Methodology



Domain Total Unknown Matching logo Suspicious

nike.com 31’575 8’565 148 93

gucci.com 5’722 1’871 8 6

hermes.com 9’472 4’443 23 11

adidas.com 4’520 1’105 57 36
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Overview

Preliminary Results
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Example: Nike

Demo



Slow and resource demanding

Manual review still required

Matching is imperfect:
- malicious pages without logos
- product images are ignored
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Limitations



Tool finds malicious websites (presumably) unknown to the vendors

Reported websites are relevant 
(Nike successfully blocked few)

Image matching not good enough

Commercial security providers offer similar services
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Conclusions
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Summary


